
                                                                           CLASS NOTES 

CLASS -II TOPIC – PRACTICE PAPER FOR PT4 

SUBJECT - ENGLISH To be solved in rough notebook. 

 

UNSEEN COMPREHENSION 

Read the passage and answer the questions that follow. (Q. 1 to Q. 6) 

Five cows lived in a little wood. They ate fresh grass in a large green meadow. 

They were best  friends. They decided to do everything together, so the lions 

couldn’t attack them for food.  

One day the five cows fought and each one started eating grass in a different 

place. The lions decided to seize the opportunity and killed them one by one. 

QUESTIONS- 

Choose the correct option to fill in the blank. 

1. The five cows were ____ friends.  

a) best         b) cruel         c) foolish        d) unkind  

2. They used to eat grass in a ______. 

a) meadow     b) hills     c) park         d) garden   

3. The meaning of the word ‘wood’ is ________. 

a) a log       b) forest       c) garden        d) city    

4. Who decided to kill the cows? 

5. a) a deer       b) a lion        c) a tiger       d) a wolf 

6. The message of the  passage is  - 

a) Unity is strength        b) Cows eat grass         c) Lion is bad     d) Be 

Honest 

   READING COMPREHENSION 

  Tick the correct option to complete each sentence. 

7. The old woman was 

a. rich and stupid  

b. rich and intelligent  

c. hungry 

d. poor  

8. The fish curry was 

a. salty 

b. spicy 



c. sweet 

d. sour 

9. Spot did not care about  

a. pigeons 

b. rats 

c. cats 

d. crows 

        10. The two magic words, that worked on the tree were  

a. please and sorry 

b. sorry and thanks 

c. please and thank you  

d. Thanking you and please 

Choose the correct word that means the same as the highlighted words. 

11.naughty  

a. wicked       b. silly         c. mischievous       d. clever 

      12. plan  

              a. idea        b. goal        c. target         d. promise 

Complete the lines of the poem by choosing the correct words. 

13. He has a __________ 

               That is long and _______, 

And he lolls it ______  

When he wants to ________, 

a. tail/ grey/out/sleep        b.  ear/brown/ tongue/run 

c.  tongue/pink/out/think       d. spot/black/out/think 

Complete the sentences by choosing the correct option. 

14.Raju was carrying the caps in a ______ cloth. 

a.  yellow         b. blue         c. brown         d. pink  

15.Imran always left his things on the _________. 

a. floor          b. bed        c. sofa        d. shelves 



16. Spot was    

a) White       b. black       c. black and white       d. brown 

 State TRUE or False for the given statements. 

17.Imran promised to keep his toys in their places. 

a) True        b. False        c. -      d. - 

18.The old teddy bear wanted to play with him. 

a) False        b. True       c. -    d. - 

19.Raju thought of a plan because he was clever.   

a. True        b. False        c. -     d. - 

         VOCABULARY 

Choose the correct word by removing one letter from the given word. 

20. Mate   

a. Mad        b. mat        c.  cat         d. made 

Choose the correct punctuation mark for the given sentence. 

       21. What a beautiful picture it is  

               a. .         b.  !           c.  ,         d.   ? 

Choose the correct option to fill the blank. 

       22. A child ______ a balloon.   

              a.  have         b. has        c. was       d. is 

GRAMMAR     

Choose the correct conjunction to join two sentences. 

         23. The monkey has a long tail.  The monkey has four legs. 

          a. but          b. and       c. or        d. besides 

Choose the correct preposition from the options given below. 

        24. A man is standing ______ the table.  

         a. over          b. under      c. near        d. below 



Choose the correct being verb from the given options.  

       25. Sahil    ____ reading a comic book in the library. 

a) is           b) are         c) am          d) were  

  

      Picture Description 

      26. Write five sentences about the given picture. 

 

 

27. What happened when Jatin said, `please’? What did he see after he said ` 

thank you’? 

 

Content prepared from home. 

 


